Abstract-An efficient algorithm searching for the best (shortened) cyclic burst-correcting codes is presented. The efficiency of the algorithm stems from the fact that no repeated syndromes are computed. It is shown how to achieve this goal by using Gray codes.
given in [9] , while some of them were further improved and extended in [5] . The above considerations imply that it is of interest to have efficient search algorithms that can extend the known optimal (shortened) cyclic burst-correcting codes. We provide such algorithm in this letter.
We start with some definitions. AA bursts have received different names in literature. In [1] , bursts of this type are called cyclic (a name we prefer to avoid in order to prevent confusion with cyclic codes). In [10] The following lemma is simple and well known (see for instance [10] ), but let us put it in the framework of Definition 1. 
II. ALGORITHM SEARCHING FOR OPTIMAL BURST-CORRECTING CODES
In order to check if there exists an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] (shortened) cyclic code, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ , we need to check all possible generator polynomials of degree − . If we find one, we stop the search. If there is none, then we try to find an [ , − 1] code using the same procedure, and so on, until we determine the largest possible value of (we can start with − = 2 by the Reiger bound). Since the obtained following this procedure is the largest possible, the code is optimal.
Many polynomials can be eliminated from the search with a quick test. A generator polynomial ( ) may be represented as a binary vector. We may assume without loss of generality that such binary vector begins and ends with a 1. Moreover, it can be proven without much difficulty that ( ) generates an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] (shortened) cyclic code, if and only if the code generated by the polynomial obtained by reversing the order of the bits of ( ) is also an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] (shortened) cyclic code. This occurs since ( ) is a multiple of ( ) if and only if ( ) in reverse order is a multiple of ( ) in reverse order. A burst and a burst in reverse order have the same length. This observation allows to simplify the search: if we have found out that the code generated by ( ) is not an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] code, then it is not necessary to test the code generated by ( ) in reverse order.
Another simple test when checking if the code generated by ( ) is an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] code, is to measure the burstweight [13] of ( ). The burst-of a vector is the minimum number of bursts of length up to that cover the vector (for instance, the vector (1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0) has weight-3 equal to 3 and weight-4 equal to 2). The minimum burst-weight of a linear code is the minimum burst-weight of the non-zero codewords in the code. If a code can correct up to one burst of length , then its minimum burst-weight is at least 3 (the case = 1 is the familiar Hamming weight). If the burst-weight of ( ), which in particular is a non-zero codeword, is smaller than 3, this means that the code cannot be an [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] code, so no further tests on ( ) are necessary and we may proceed with the next candidate polynomial. It is easy to determine = ( 0 , 1 , . . . , − ) with 0 = − = 1 such that = 0 for ≤ ≤ − − . So these 2 2 −2 vectors can also be eliminated from the search. We describe next a method that is based on the paritycheck matrix of the code as opposed to the generator matrix, consisting of checking syndromes.
The first step is to obtain a generator matrix for using ( ). This is very easily done, see for instance [1] . Explicitly, for an [ , ] code, the generator matrix is obtained by shifting ( ) in binary times. For instance, consider the shortened [6, 3] Hamming code generated by ( ) = 1+ + Next we want to obtain a (systematic) parity-check matrix from . In order to do that, we need to put in systematic form, i.e., the first columns of need to be the identity. This is done by Gaussian elimination on , which transforms into the systematic form sys = ( | ), with the × identity matrix and a × ( − ) matrix. Then a systematic parity-check matrix is given by = ( | − ), the transpose of [1] . In the example of the shortened The syndrome of a burst of length at most occurring in the last − coordinates is also a (NAA) burst of length at most with respect to a systematic parity-check matrix . This observation (which is also the principle behind error-trapping decoding of single burst-correcting cyclic and shortened cyclic codes [9] ) will also allow us to simplify the search algorithm.
In general, there are 2 −1 ( − − ( − 2)) NAA bursts of length up to among the vectors of length − corresponding to the syndromes, where 2 ≤ − by the Reiger bound. We store all these syndromes in a set .
Remember that we want to check if the code is [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩]. If ℓ > 1, we need to compute the syndromes of all the AA bursts of length up to ℓ. If the syndrome being computed is in set , then the code is not [ , , ⟨ , ℓ⟩] and we move to the next generator polynomial ( ). Othewise, we add it to set and we continue to the next AA burst, until eventually we include the syndromes corresponding to all possible AA bursts of length up to ℓ. If ℓ = 1, we do not need this step and we keep the original set .
Next we give the main search algorithm, which includes an efficient method for computing the syndromes of such NAA bursts of length up to by using Gray codes [12] . Although any Gray code construction may be used, the simplest one is the usual reflective construction [12] , which is the one we used in our searches. We denote by ( ) a reflective Gray code of length . The use of Gray codes allows avoiding the recomputing of syndromes, reducing the number of operations. Explicitly: Step 7 is the essential step of the algorithm, since the use of Gray codes allows for computing the syndromes of the bursts of length up to starting in coordinates 0 to − 1 by making use of the syndrome previously computed. This previously computed syndrome is XORed with only one of the columns of as indicated by the Gray code, avoiding repetitive computations. For example, assume that = 3 and we use the reflective Gray code (2) = {(0 0), (0 1), (1 1), (1 0)}. Following step 7 and using (2), the sequence of bursts whose syndromes are computed is (1, 0, 0, . . .), (1, 0, 1, . . .), (1, 1, 1, 0 . . .), (1, 1, 0, 0 . . .),  (0, 1, 0, 0 . . .), (0, 1, 0, 1 . . .), (0, 1, 1, 1 . . .), (0, 1, 1, 0 . . .),   (0, 0, 1, 0 . . .) , . . . We can see that after each burst, the next one is modified in only one location as indicated by (2) . In order to compute a new syndrome, we takes the old syndrome and we XOR it with the column of corresponding to the location where two consecutive elements of the Gray code differ, as stated in step 7 of the algorithm.
Adding to is not necessary, hence has a fixed size. In effect, consider a burst 0 in one of the first locations whose syndrome is . Assume that a second burst 1 , starting later, has the same syndrome , thus, 0 ⊕ 1 is a codeword and the code cannot correct a single burst. Rotate this second burst 1 to the right a number of locations until the burst falls within the last − locations and call 
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an efficient algorithm finding the best cyclic or shortened cyclic single burst-correcting codes for different parameters, in the sense that if a found [ , ] code can correct any burst of length up to , is the largest possible number among (shortened) cyclic codes. The algorithm minimizes the number of syndrome checks by using Gray codes. It can be adapted to take into account both non-all-around and all-around bursts.
